Religion in the Sudan
In the course of time prominent religious men of the
later ages formed new tarikas which are regarded as
branches or offshoots of the earlier communities and this
process of forming new branches has continued until quite
recent times. These new societies remain in spiritual
communion with the parent community, but are dis-
tinguished by a separate organization and often by the
adoption of changes in the ritual.
The characteristic ritual of the tarikas is the performance
of the zikr (lit. remembrance), a devotional exercise based
on the Koranic injunction to " remember God with much
remembering,"    The essence of the zikr is the repetition
many times of such phrases as " God is great," " Praise
to God," " There is no God but God," " Peace and blessings
upon the  Prophet,"  and  the  different names  of   God.
Spiritual songs  or hymns  may  be  introduced,  as  also
rhythmical movements of the body resembling dancing.
The  actual  details  of the  ritual vary in  the different
communities.     Zikrs are held at regular weekly services,
but   may also  be organized for special occasions  such
as public or private feasts.    Another part of   the ritual
of   the   tarikas   is   contained   in   certain   prayers   and
selections   from   the   Koran,  which  are   used   both for
public and private devotion, and which are designated
as   hizb  or  wird or  ratib.    A   well-known   example   of
such   a document   is   the   ratib or prayer-book   of   the
Mahdists,
The tarikas were introduced into the Sudan in the
llth century when the foundation of the Fung Kingdom
led to great missionary activity in those parts of the
country which were still unconverted to Islam. In this
earlier period they possessed no central organization, and
the " path " was taught independently by a large number
of holy men, united by spiritual communion^ but not
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